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Round Startup Raise Amount About

Pre-Seed

AutoTrust
rotem@autotrust.tech

1.5M USD AutoTrust’s mission is to maximize semi-autonomous driving. 
Our solution allows OEMs to discover and analyze optimal use 
cases where semi-autonomous features can be used to 
maximize utilization.

O.T.A.S
iltaurus25@gmail.com 

1.4M USD The only Max Speed Turn Adviser Technology for motorcycle’s, 
Base on GIS & GPS tech.
We prevent what others try to deal with That reduce 30% of 
motorcyclist deaths. 1.4M$ will get us to the product in a year. 

VHOLA
asaf@v-hola.com

1.3M USD VHOLA’s solution enables power management optimization to 
monitor and control the electromagnetic radiation levels inside 
the passenger cabin, taking into consideration local regulation 
aspects, cabin occupancy, passenger preferences, driving 
conditions and other factors.

Seed

Blueto
elad@blueto.app

2M USD BlueTo is an AI voice assistant technology for “Car-connected 
systems” that is changing the way we use our car systems and 
our mobile phones while driving.

Crispify
adamf@crispify.io

1.5M USD Crispify is an innovative automotive air quality management 
system that revolutionize in-cabin user experience. Crispify
delivers an exceptional UX and wellness to users of private cars 
and MaaS.

GreenQ
Shlomy@GreenQ.co.il

1.2M USD We’re all about the Internet of Garbage (IoG). We’re bringing 
sensors and big data analytics to residential garbage routes so 
municipalities can reduce expenses, reduce emissions and 
provide better services to their citizens.

LAKURUMA
amirhand@hotmail.com

1M USD Lakuruma develops V2X-V2V optical communication system for 
connected vehicles, using a hybrid RF-optical unit that can 
integrate with LIDAR.

Miadba
eric@miadba.com

2.6M USD MIADBA is developing an innovative MicroMobility
Information real-time platform patented that helps cities 
managing Maas to Success, data for better safety, traffic 
management, less accidents and social benefits for the cities.

Wise Smoker
Adam@wisesmoker.com

500K USD Wise Smoker is a startup company that works toward a better 
quality of life for the smoking public. Creating smart air 
purifying solutions, we strive for the betterment of our client's 
experience.
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Round A

Bringoz
doron@bringoz.com

N/A Bringoz SaaS Platform allows shippers and carriers to build & 
scale a flexible delivery infrastructure while utilizing internal & 
external assets, solving complex delivery needs with a holistic 
system.

CipherSiP
eldad@ciphersip.com

10M USD CipherSiP increases the bandwidth of existing protocols (x3 
times more data) without changing the Network & Standards 
(CAN, CAN-XL, SCADA, ...). We provide OEMs and Tier1s a cost 
effective, robust and cyber protected solutions. 

DriveU
Rony@liveu.tv

8M USD Our open teleoperations platform enables remote operation of 
autonomous vehicles using cellular bonding with multiple 
modems. Customers are already using our solution on public 
roads.

Enigmatos
orit@enigmatos.com

4M USD Enigmatos focuses on protecting vehicles and fleets from 
malicious cyber activity as well as offering valuable insights on 
vehicle safety and misuse.

NanoScent
lyuba@nanoscentlabs.com

7M USD Making scents readable. NanoScent developed Scent 
recognition platform for environmental protection, employee 
safety, energy efficiency in Industry 4.0.

The Elegant Monkeys
idan@elegantmonkeys.com

9M USD Kenko Technology is a complex deep learning engine that 
translates physiological data into emotional states. We provide 
a subscription-based API/SDK to service-providers and 
electronics manufacturers.

Trucknet
lana.elner@trucknet.io

5.5M USD Trucknet offers automatic Cross Company Optimization, 
improves efficiency, profitability and reduces environmental 
impact. Trucknet’s platform enables companies to minimize 
empty truck rides of their fleet by automatically interfacing and 
negotiating available and suitable rides with other suitable 
companies.

Round B

Regulus Cyber
roi@regulus.com

20M USD Regulus is the software leader for smart sensor security. 
Regulus first product is Pyramid GNSS™ - software defending 
against GPS hacking and GNSS spoofing, these attacks take 
remote control of vehicle navigation systems.

Round D

Silentium
amir@SILENTIUM.COM

8M USD Silentium – Silence in a Chip. Leading the way in unique Active 
Acoustics & Sound Control Cancellation technologies. The 
world’s best Active Acoustic Technology from POC to Mass 
Production. 


